Service Bulletin: SB 99

DATE: May 14, 1997

GAME: NBA Fastbreak

SUBJECT: For a ball trap on the right ramp

If your NBA Fastbreak traps a ball at the plunger lane entrance to the right ramp, implement the following change.

Note: If your game is missing the metal plate with the plastic pin as shown above, you may order the Right Ramp Ball Hang-up kit #A-22014.

Editor's Note: Image text reads:

Note: ESNA nut replaces plastic pin and is mounted on the topside of the ramp.

1) Remove clear plastic pin and screw and discard.
2) Replace with 6-32 ESNA lock nut (p/n 4408-01118-00) and machine screw (p/n 4006-01113-04) as shown.